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Guiding Principles in Distressed Asset Transactions
•

Substantial “first mover advantages” exist in all distressed transactions
– Extremely limited representations and warranties
– Indemnities of little value for buyers
– Short timelines

•

Strategic buyers generally have an advantage over financial buyers

•

Bankruptcy sales become purest form of auction with bidders sitting in a
room bidding against one another

•

“Cash is king”

•

Bidders look for multiple ways to distinguish their bids beyond price

•

Multiple ways to “skin the cat”
– Serve as Stalking Horse
– Purchasing secured debt to credit bid
– Chapter 11 plan sponsorship

•

Grants of exclusivity are extremely rare
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Bankruptcy Asset Acquisition Strategies

Bidding at Section 363
Sale
•"Stalking Horse" gets benefits, but
break-up fee and expense
reimbursement require court approval
to be enforced
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Strategic debt purchase
in advance of, or during
bankruptcy
•Need to know the "fulcrum" security
for value to convert debt to equity
•Risk that fulcrum may change over
time
•Secured debt may generally credit bid

Chapter 11 plan
sponsorship
•May provide complete, but timeconsuming solution
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CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY

A Discussion of the In-Court Solutions Available Under
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code

In-Court Solutions (Debtor Perspective): Pros and Cons
Advantages

Disadvantages

"Breathing Spell"—stays collection and litigation

Potential impact on the business

Lower consent thresholds—ability to restructure
balance sheet without unanimity; no shareholder
approval required for major transactions

Expensive
Transparency and additional
reporting requirements

Protection and certainty—transactions are
approved by court order, which protects
fiduciaries and buyers

Potential for loss of control and
rights of equity

No fraudulent transfer claw-back risk

Ease of access to a Judge

Platform and tools to negotiate and implement
strategic alternatives (capital raise, recap, sale or
merger)

Reputation concerns historically, but
overwhelming number of filings
since end of 2014 have alleviated
such concerns

Ease of access to a Judge
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In-Court Solutions: Three Primary Alternatives

Free-Fall or Traditional
Chapter 11
Pre-Negotiated
Chapter 11

Pre-Pack Chapter 11
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High Level Comparison of Chapter 11
Pre-Pack

Pre-Negotiated

 Negotiation of the plan and
disclosure statement, and formal
solicitation of votes, are all completed
before the bankruptcy

 Votes are not solicited before filing,
but agreement reached with at least
some of the major creditors
(typically documented by a plan
support agreement)

 Can be completed in approximately
30-60 days from the date of filing
 Company's view of enterprise value
determines fulcrum security (target
of negotiations)
 Quickest, cheapest and most certain
process
 Allows for positive message that filing
is only a tool to implement an
agreement to create a sustainable
capital structure

 Can be completed in 4-6 months
from the date of filing

Free-Fall or Traditional

 Plan is negotiated and solicited
during Chapter 11 process
 Typically lasts 12-18 months

 Company's view of enterprise value
determines fulcrum security (target
of negotiations)
 Shorter pre-petition process
 Shorter post-petition process
relative to traditional chapter 11
case
 Greater flexibility to use bankruptcy
reorganization tools, if necessary

 Debtor can employ the full
bankruptcy toolkit, to reach
consensus, and array of operational
restructuring tools (non-core asset
sales, contract rejection, claim
process, etc.), all while protected by
the automatic stay

 Lengthy pre-petition process is
challenging when liquidity is
constrained

 Plan confirmation timeline is less
certain than pre-pack

 High cost of administration

 Benefits generally limited to funded
debt as trade is generally untouched
and contracts are assumed

 Costs are higher than a pre-pack

 Outcome is more uncertain

 Outcome risk is greater because
voting has not occurred

 More difficult to develop positive
message
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 Timing of exit is difficult to predict
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Bankruptcy Courts

Delaware had been the venue of choice for
bankruptcy filings, but Houston has become
more prevalent for energy filings

Practices can vary by jurisdiction

Bankruptcy Court
Venue
Considerations

Level of sophistication to manage sale
processes
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Willingness to approve professional fee
applications varies
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Two Main Paths for Disposition of Debtor’s Assets
and/or Business Through Bankruptcy
An in-court sale “free and clear” of all liens claims and encumbrances
can be by one of two methods:

Option 1: Section 363 motion
• Business judgment test
• Statutory standard for selling free of liens and interests
• Timeline and bid protections for stalking horse as part of overbid process (e.g.,
third-party or secured lenders serving as stalking horse (with credit bid))
• Statutory mootness

Option 2: Chapter 11 plan sale
•
•
•
•

Voting and other confirmation standards apply
Timeline
Can include an overbid process, but not required with requisite creditor support
Equitable mootness
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Common Characteristics of § 363 Sale and Plan
Are a means of selling assets
of the Debtor’s bankruptcy
estate

Often better than a state law
foreclosure

Subject to bankruptcy court
approval

Quicker timeline if not a
friendly foreclosure or if real
estate is involved

Both are “free and clear”
(except for assumed liabilities
and permitted encumbrances
that Buyer agrees to take)

Successor liability risk is
minimized

No claw-back risk

Consent of all parties is not
required
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Management facilitates sale
process (greater knowledge
of the assets)

Generally, can obtain
assignment of contracts
despite contractual nonassignability clauses
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Sales “Free and Clear”
Bankruptcy allows the debtor to transfer its assets "free and clear" of
virtually all Liens and Claims, subject to certain exceptions

A Claim is any right to
A Lien is any charge against
payment, whether or not
or interest in property to
reduced to judgment,
secure payment of a debt or liquidated, unliquidated, fixed,
performance of an obligation
contingent, disputed or
undisputed
Liens generally attach to the proceeds of the sale with the same
priority that existed before the sale
BAKER BOTTS
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Sales “Free and Clear” of . . .
Liens and
Lender claims
(including
RBL and
bond debt)

Trade and
vendor claims
(including
M&M liens)

Employee
claims

Tax claims
(tax
allocation
clause)

Examples of liabilities
that typically remain
with debtor, unless
expressly assumed by
the buyer, include:

Existing
tort
claims

Pre-Effective
Time
Royalties and
Property
Costs

Contract claims
(for contracts
retained by
seller)
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General Exceptions to Sales “Free and Clear”

Foreign
claims with
respect to
foreign
operations

Claimants
failing to
receive
adequate
notice of the
sale

Environmental
claims that
run with
ownership

P&A liability
•Government
agencies
interested in
resolution

Exceptions
and Problem
Areas

Setoff and
recoupment
rights

Title defects

Covenants
running with
the land
•Midstream
contracts
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SECTION 363 SALES IN BANKRUPTCY

A Look at the Characteristics and Mechanics of Section 363
Sales in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy for Distressed Assets
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Overview of Section 363 Sales in Bankruptcy
•

Sale of debtor's property under Section 363 of the
Bankruptcy Code

•

Done by motion—Usually 60 to 90-day process from
stalking horse APA to closing

•

After marketing period, initial “stalking horse bidder”
agrees to purchase assets under an APA which must be
approved by court order

•

•

Bid procedures are then approved to allow other
bidders to submit competing bid

Benefits of § 363 Sales
Purchaser acquires title free and
clear of liens, claims and
encumbrances
No fraudulent transfer claw-back
risk

‒

Approval of a break-up fee and expense reimbursement

Debtor can assume and assign
necessary contracts to Buyer
(subject to cure of defaults)

‒

Court sets parameters for qualified bidders, initial overbid
(includes break-up fee and expense reimbursement) and
subsequent bidding increments

Faster than Chapter 11 Plan
process for Buyer

‒

If qualified competing bids are submitted, auction
determines highest and best bid

Cash is “king”, but secured debt may generally credit
bid
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Closing is protected from
challenge on appeal, absent a
stay
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§ 363 Sale “Free and Clear”
To sell free and clear of another person's "interest" in the target assets (e.g.,
a lien) in a 363 Sale, the court must find one of the following

•
•
•
•

the person consents;
the interest is a lien and sales price exceeds value of all liens;
the interest is in bona fide dispute;
applicable non-bankruptcy law permits sale of property free and
clear of such interest; or
• the person could be compelled outside of bankruptcy to accept a
money satisfaction of its interest in the asset.

These standards do not apply to a sale under a plan
BAKER BOTTS
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Procedural Principles of a § 363 Sale that Cannot
be Avoided
Notice to all interested
parties and opportunity
for hearing

• Buyer benefits from robust notice

Opportunity for “higher”
or better bids in most
cases

Secret agreements among
bidders to control bidding
are prohibited (disclosed
joint bidding is permitted)
BAKER BOTTS

• May be subject to sanctions
• Court finding that assets are sold for
highest and best possible price
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Elements of a Modern § 363 Bankruptcy Sale
Court order approves a structure for a transaction based on a
stalking horse contract negotiated pre- or post-petition (or a
procedure for soliciting a stalking horse post-petition)
• The “stalking horse” is the initial bid (against which other
bids are measured)

The “stalking horse” contract generally establishes
structure for the transaction
BAKER BOTTS
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The “Stalking Horse” Contract
Typically includes a
break-up fee (and
frequently an expense
reimbursement) which is
payable in the event the
stalking horse purchaser
is not successful

• Termination rights that trigger payment of break-up fee (and, if
applicable, expense reimbursement), as well as timing for payment,
are negotiated
• Priority of payment of break-up fee (and, if applicable, expense
reimbursement) relative to DIP financing liens, adequate protection
liens and post-bankruptcy costs of administration is negotiated
• Stalking horse must understand source of funding for any payment

Stalking horse is exposed
between signing and
approval of break-up fee
(and expense
reimbursement)

• Stalking horse seeks to shorten time period between signing and
approval hearing to reduce risk
• Stalking horse should push back on any Seller termination right
before approval (i.e., “don’t make it easy”)
• Negotiate for no-shop during risk period
• Bidders sometimes consider buying a small claim to have standing
to raise any process issues

BAKER BOTTS
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The “Stalking Horse” Contract (cont.)
Representations and warranties typically
expire at Closing

• Consider representations and warranties insurance

No (or very limited) title, environmental
or other diligence adjustments

• Diligence needs to be substantially complete before purchase
agreement is executed

No (or very limited) post-Closing
indemnity
“As is, where is”

No financing or diligence contingencies

Limited conditions to closing

• Final sale order or just an order
• Breach of R&Ws that creates an MAE

Stalking horse seeks to negotiate overall
cadence of the transaction and bidding
procedures, unless in place already
Generally cash is king
BAKER BOTTS

• Contingent purchase price mechanisms are possible but not favored over
cash
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Break-up Fees and Expense Reimbursement
Break-up Fees
• Generally approved for a stalking horse in the amount of 2% to 4% of the proposed purchase
price depending on size and complexity of the transaction
• As size of the deal increases, the break-up fee decreases
• As complexity of the deal increases, the break-up fee increases
• Court must find a balance and conclude that the break-up fee encouraged parties to bid
• Existing lenders who credit bid will generally get no break-up fee because they are "in the
deal" and do not need encouragement to bid, but expense reimbursement usually permitted
• Break-up fees rarely fall outside historical parameters for the district court where proceeding
is filed

Expense Reimbursement
• Courts have approved wider variations in expense reimbursements
• Less methodical approach to approval based on best "guesstimates" as to what the fees and
expenses of stalking horse's professionals have been and will run
• Lesser of (i) 1% of the proposed purchase price or (ii) reasonable, documented fees and
expenses is typical
BAKER BOTTS
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Steps of a Section 363 Sale
Stage I: Preliminary Marketing
Preparation of
diligence and
solicitation of
interest

•

Debtor hires an investment banker or other
professional to commence a sale process
and contacts potential strategic and financial
buyers (many of whom specialize in
distressed M&A)

Negotiation and
execution of
LOI/Term Sheet

•

Letter of intent or term sheet will include
potential bidder protections such as breakup fee and expense reimbursements
•

Selection of
potential stalking
horse bidder and
negotiation of APA
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•

Once stalking horse bidder is selected, an
Asset Purchase Agreement, containing more
limited representations and warranties and
no or minimal indemnity, is negotiated and
bidder protections are included
Transaction is subject to bankruptcy court
approval

Steps of a Section 363 Sale

Stage II: Seeking Court Approval/Re-solicitation
Filing of Motion
Seeking Approval
of APA, Bidding
Procedures and
Bid Protections

•

•

Once agreement with stalking horse is reached, debtor
will file a motion to approve the auction sale bid
procedures which include approval of the bid
protections and establishment of deadlines and
qualifications for potential competing bids
Court usually takes one to two weeks to consider and
approve

Follow up
solicitation with
potential
bidders until bid
deadline

•
•
•

•

Debtor re-solicits interest from potential bidders based on
the asset purchase agreement with stalking horse
Competing bidders mark-up APA
Other bidders must "qualify" demonstrating ability to close
and post deposit matching Stalking Horse’s deposit (10% is
typical)
Re-solicitation period is typically 20-45 days

If competing

qualified bids are
submitted, an
auction is held and
then court hearing
to approve sale
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•
•

•
•
•

Auction is usually held in offices of debtor's
representatives and highest and best offer selected
Debtor usually reserves discretion to consult with key
creditors and alter auction procedures if necessary to
increase value
Sale becomes final 14 days after sale order is entered
Closing may occur earlier if finality of order is waived
Runner-up typically stays bound for 30-60 days after
sale hearing in case winning bidder cannot/does not
close

Additional Bankruptcy Bidding Issues
Purchase price currency is typically cash, but
• There have been instances of a combination of primarily cash with a non-cash kicker
• Override
• NPI
• Revenue sharing
Public companies may bid equity, but other cash bidders may cry foul and seek discounts to value
assigned to stock to reflect whether
• Freely tradeable or restricted
• Blockage and market liquidity support discount
• Other discounts for lack of marketability should be applied
Benefits of “hanging around the hoop” during marketing process
• Potential buyers may drop out of the process
Possibility for last minute offer
• Risky strategy
BAKER BOTTS
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Sample 363 Sale Timeline
**Motion filed without stalking bid, but procedures contemplated possibility
of selection of a stalking horse and bid protections at a future date
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July 24
August 1
August 5 at 4:00 p.m.
August 6 at 1:30 p.m.
August 14 at 5:00 p.m.
August 21 at 4:00 p.m.
August 21 at 4:00 p.m.
August 21
August 21-22
August 22
August 23 at 10:00 a.m.
August 26 at 4:00 p.m.
August 27
August 28 at 11:00 a.m.
September 12
September 17
October 31
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September

Stalking Horse Purchase Agreement Finalized and Signed
Prepare package of Client financial information of ability to perform under assigned contracts
Bid Protections Objection Deadline
Bid Protections Hearing
Bid Deadline
Sale Objection Deadline
Contract Assignment Objection Deadline
Notify Qualified Bidders of Lead Qualified Starting Bid
Internal Decision Whether to Bid at Auction, Walk-Away Price/ Terms and Authorizations for Auction
Internal Pre-Auction Strategy Meeting (Baker Botts New York Office)
Auction (Debtor Counsel’s New York Office)
File Notice of Auction Results (Successful Bid and Alternative Bid)
If Successful Bid, Meet in Delaware (Local Counsel Offices) to prepare witness testimony of ability to perform
Sale Hearing
Final Sale Order (14 days after entry, if entered on Aug. 28, and no appeal by 11:59 p.m. on September 11)
Closing (3 Business Days after Final Sale Order)
Outside Date
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CHAPTER 11 PLAN SALES IN
BANKRUPTCY

A Look at the Characteristics and Mechanics of Section 363
Sales in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy for Distressed Assets
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Benefits of § 363 Sale “Free and Clear” vs.
Benefits of Sale through a Plan
§ 363 sales can be accomplished quickly

Plan is dispositive of most issues in the
bankruptcy case

•

A sale
through a
plan is
subject to
more delay
and
uncertainty
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•Solicitation of creditor votes
•At least one impaired accepting
class of non-insider creditors
•Acceptance: Requires two-thirds
in amount and more than onehalf in number of voting creditors
in class to vote to accept the Plan
•Higher burden of proof and cram
down standards for a rejecting
class
•Increased number of legal and
factual issues to overcome to
achieve confirmation

•

With requisite creditor support/votes,
can be accomplished without a
topping auction
Plan allows for more flexibility in
structuring
•

•

Keeping assets in place and issuing
new stock to Buyer may help with
governmental permits/licenses or a
favorable tax status

Sale accomplished through a plan
avoids the argument that such sale
cannot be accomplished outside of a
plan (i.e., avoid the “sub rosa”
argument)
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Sale Process Considerations

Assets in bankruptcy are not automatically “for sale”
At the beginning of a bankruptcy case, the debtor has control over the
process, but the debtor’s control has limits
•Exclusivity (and extension of exclusivity) for debtor to propose a plan
•120-day exclusive period to file a plan and, if met, another 60 days (180 days total) to
obtain approval
•120- and 180-day periods are frequently extended, but they can also be shortened or
terminated for cause

Unsecured Creditors’ Committee or any creditor may attempt to gain
control by (1) seeking examiner (mismanagement) or (2) proposing a
plan after expiration or termination of exclusivity

A cramdown plan (after expiration of exclusivity) can include
an involuntary sale
BAKER BOTTS
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More Sale Process Considerations
Interested
buyer that is
not a
creditor has
limited
standing

• May purchase a
claim to establish
standing

Join forces with
Unsecured
Creditors’
Committee

Interested
parties have
standing to
complain
about the
process

Potential
strategies
Terminate
plan
exclusivity to
file a
competing plan
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Seek to be a
DIP Lender
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Buying a Secured Claim as Part of Strategy
A secured creditor can credit bid for its collateral
using the debt it is owed to offset the purchase price.

• Secured creditor can credit bid up to the
amount of its indebtedness
• Can only credit bid as to “collateral”
• Can be a contested issue

• Must pay cash for senior indebtedness
(superior to the credit bidder)
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Buying a Secured Claim as Part of Strategy (cont’d.)
US Supreme Court has ruled that a secured creditor cannot be
denied the right to credit bid except for “cause”
• See RadLAX Gateway Hotel, LLC v. Amalgamated Bank, 132 S. Ct. 2065 (2012).

But, credit bidding can sometimes “chill” the process
• See In re Fisker Auto. Holdings, Inc., 510 B.R. 55 (Bankr. D. Del. 2014), appeal denied
Hybrid Tech Holdings, LLC v. Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors of Fisker Auto.
Holdings, Inc. (In re Fisker Auto. Holdings), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15497 (D. Del. Feb. 7,
2014).
If a dispute exists as to the validity or amount of secured claim, it
may create issues as to credit bidding
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Buying a Secured Claim as Part of Strategy (cont’d.)

Generally, bankruptcy courts require some benefit to the estate and
parties-in-interest other than senior secured lender

What if the ONLY creditor benefiting from
sale is a secured creditor?
• Chapter 11 is NOT a device for transferring
title to secured creditors
• There must be something in it for the estate
and the unsecured creditors
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Can be overcome if some (modest) cash or
other value moves to estate
•At a minimum, an amount sufficient to pay administrative claims
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Becoming DIP Lender as Part of Strategy

Third parties may become Debtor-in-Possession
(“DIP”) lender
• Strategy for obtaining information
• Debtor pays for due diligence
• Term of credit agreement can establish
deadlines for filing and/or obtaining plan
confirmation and/or closing sale of assets
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APPENDIX
OUT-OF-COURT DISTRESSED ASSET
TRANSACTIONS

An Overview of Out-of-Court Distressed Asset Transactions,
Risks and Key Considerations
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Distressed Transactions Outside of Bankruptcy
Distressed Market Conditions
•

Volatile pricing environment, debt loads, hedge expirations and/or borrowing base
redeterminations, among other things, will likely prompt E&P companies to adjust their valuation
expectations and to consider selling some of their more attractive assets to raise cash or pay debt

•

Others have reached the end of their liquidity runways, prompting an agreement with secured
lenders for an orderly disposition of some or all of their assets
–

Negotiated sale milestones, either as part of forbearance agreement outside of bankruptcy,
financing package inside of bankruptcy, or both

Opportunity for private equity and
strategic buyers looking for an
attractive entry point
BAKER BOTTS
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Distressed Transactions Outside of Bankruptcy

Liquidity constraints
are putting pressure on
sale process timelines
• Both in and outside of
bankruptcy proceedings
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Buyers that can get to
a deal quickly may be
rewarded
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Buy-Side Considerations
Obtaining control over the Target's assets quickly to limit deterioration of value and
without the additional delay and topping-risk of an in-court auction

Negotiating purchase price adjustments and holdbacks/escrows for any postsigning and post-closing issues
• Representations and warranties insurance may provide limited comfort without PPA’s or holdbacks.

Assessing the Target's likelihood of filing bankruptcy post-closing (and the Buyer's
ability to defend a later claw-back lawsuit, if filed)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater focus on representations in respect of solvency, fair value and compliance with seller's debt documents
Confirming trade and M&M lien vendors are paid to avoid involuntary bankruptcy risk and risk of M&M lien filings
Mechanisms for release of escrows in the event of an intervening seller bankruptcy
Greater focus on Seller’s sale process and clearing of the market
Considerations of whether a solvency or reasonably equivalent value opinion from a valuation expert is advisable
Evaluating whether a transaction support agreement with secured lenders and other key constituents is achievable
Obtaining lien and claim releases from secured creditors
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Fraudulent Transfer Risk
Risk period is 2 years under Bankruptcy Code and generally 4 years under state law
(varies state-to-state; 6 years under NY law)
– Potential IRS wildcard of 10 years
• Distressed asset sales outside of bankruptcy require consideration of fraudulent
transfer risk
Transaction is subject to risk if:
•

an actual intent to hinder, delay or
defraud a creditor

Three alternative tests
for insolvency
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OR

debtor (i) was insolvent and (ii)
received less than reasonably
equivalent value (REV) in exchange

• Balance sheet test (liabilities exceed assets, at fair valuation)
• Cash flow test (inability to pay debts as they become due)
• Undercapitalization test
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Lawyer Biographies
Emanuel Grillo
Partner | New York | +1.212.408.2519 | emanuel.grillo@bakerbotts.com
Manny chairs the firm's Financial Restructuring Practice and represents secured and unsecured creditors, Chapter 11
debtors and borrowers, as well as both sellers and purchasers in distressed mergers and acquisitions. His practice
encompasses both out-of-court debt restructurings, and the reorganization and liquidation of financially distressed
businesses under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. Mr. Grillo's restructuring experience extends across a broad
array of industries having represented troubled companies or their stakeholders in the restructurings of energy and
power companies; commercial real estate and hospitality properties and asset portfolios; technology, media and
telecom businesses; airlines; healthcare providers; financial services firms; and troubled companies in other
industries.
Mr. Grillo regularly advises lenders, investment funds, sponsors and other financial institutions regarding insolvency
and restructuring matters in complex financings and securitizations. He negotiates distressed financing transactions,
including debtor in possession loans on behalf of both lenders and borrowers and litigates contested confirmation
and financing matters, as well as avoidance actions and lender liability claims.

Robin Spigel
Partner | New York | +1.212.408.2545 | robin.spigel@bakerbotts.com
Robin is a partner in the firm's Financial Restructuring group. She regularly represents companies in
chapter 11 and out-of-court restructurings. Robin also represents acquirers, creditors, landlords, and
professionals in various distressed company transactions.
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